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Analysis of chicken production trends in Ukraine

Abstract

Poultry farming is one of the most promising areas of production not only in Ukraine, but also in the world. This is due to the high demand for protein products and increased consumption. Ukraine does not use enough of its export potential in the agrarian sector. It is precisely these circumstances that lead to choosing the mentioned direction of production by domestic producers as the basis for the research.

The tendencies of the Ukrainian poultry enterprises development and features of the chicken market are generalized, namely the volume of cultivation and sale on the slaughter of poultry by Ukrainian producers, the cost price and profitability of poultry meat production have been analyzed; the specific features of the products range are defined in all competitor companies and products offered for export. The competitiveness of domestic poultry production in comparison with domestic and foreign analogues has been investigated. For the study, such enterprises as the LLC Poultry Complex “Gubin”, TM “Pan Kurchak”, slaughterhouse “Piorkowscy” and JSC “Superdrop” were taken. It is established that domestic products are competitive both in terms of price and taste properties. The dynamics of export and import of poultry meat in Ukraine and abroad is analyzed. Significant growth of poultry meat export as compared to previous periods has been revealed, which is explained by obtaining permission documents and implementation of measures by domestic producers to bring poultry products closer to international standards. The prospects for the development of the investigated production direction are designed.
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INTRODUCTION

Under current conditions, poultry sector in Ukraine and abroad is one of the main producers of important protein products that are marked by biological full-value for the human organism and economic availability for most consumers. In the context of Ukraine’s accession to the WTO, the poultry companies should prove their viability, the ability to maintain adequate competition through effective use of resources within a market economy. At the stage of fierce foreign competition, domestic producers have received certain benefits, as evidenced by the annual increase in production of eggs and poultry. In 2008–2012, poultry industry occupies a leading position in the sector of meat production in Ukraine (34-36% of the overall production), and in 2013–2014, it outruns the traditional industries, both cattle farming and pig farming.

It is necessary to identify the main tendencies of the state and outline the main development directions of domestic producers in order to improve the efficiency of the poultry industry functioning.
1. LITERATURE REVIEW

The problems of potential development of the Ukrainian agricultural complex enterprises have been the research objects of leading scientists. In their works, there has been perfectly revealed one of the development issues – expansion of sales channels, increasing of competitiveness or quality of poultry breeding production.

The scientists have noticed that issues of enterprises and meat manufacturers have caused the state, when nowadays there is a keen industrial problem including population growth and improvements in people’s well-being and therefore quantity and quality of products consumption. Almost half of 6 billion of people suffer from protein lack, which is estimated at 10-25 million per year. Topikha and Topikha (2006) researched the issue of swine breeding branch in Ukraine and in the world. The results of their research have become methodological recommendations relating to animals’ selection, which brings the maximum increase for industries that deal with their growing. The authors have noticed that branch issues are approximately the same in the whole world, consequently, Ukraine has a great probability to enter the global market with this kind of production.

In particular, Andriichuk (2006) has clarified the efficiency issues of agricultural enterprises of different activity directions and has emphasized the necessity of their assets capitalization. The separate attention is paid to analysis of financial and economic activity of the separate enterprises for finding out development reserves, but there are not taken into consideration factors of outer environment and their influence on the activity of agricultural enterprises.

Opposing such position, in the scientific researches and in the analysis of outer environment, there has been defined only one of the outer influence factors or agricultural complex enterprises, which are important to be taken into consideration for development in general and foreign economic affairs in particular. For example, in the work of Lipych, there has been emphasized the necessity of non-tariff barriers analysis, which merge at the external markets and have a great influence on the state and development priorities of external economic affairs of poultry breeding enterprises. In turn, the main factor of high competitive position of meat production enterprises, in accordance with Lisitsyn, is considered to be the production congruence, which is offered at the internal and external markets, to the quality standards, which are valid at each market. The purpose of his research is the congruence of meat production to requirements of processing enterprises. We share the opinion that production quality should be a key factor for development and therefore we consider quality as an essential analysis object for finding out development tendencies.

The part of the authors are analyzing poultry breeding from the point of view of defining problems that are slowing the development down. In particular, Melnyk has clarified the ways of increasing manufacture volumes of poultry breeding enterprises through the intensification of poultry breeding and according to this, analysis in his work is conducted in the extract of the individual enterprises from the point of view of feeding organization. Yaroshenko (2003) concentrates on facilities of state support and regulation that will promote the reorganization of organizational-legal structures on the basis of different property forms, targeting financing involvement of energy intensity decrease of meat production, modernization and equipment replacement. That is why, according to the author, this promotes gaining of new development priorities.

The part of works of domestic scientists are dedicated to one development direction of agricultural complex enterprises. For example, Datsii (2008) reveals methodological analysis recommendations of innovative development of agricultural economic branches. In the research, there has been conducted the analysis of innovative technologies implementation state and their influence on the enterprise efficiency in the extract of the separate production directions. The author doesn’t concentrate on analysis peculiarities of each separate branch, in particular poultry breeding, which would be relevant for our research, but only gives general methodology.

So if there is increased attention on analysis of poultry breeding enterprises, there is emphasized the separate problematic. For example, in the
works of Tereshchenko (2011), there is analyzed the poultry breeding enterprises state at the internal market, especially in the extract of enterprises with a huge production volume, underlined the selection necessity. The author states that “Huge goods production of eggs and poultry meat mostly is becoming overstate phenomena. The following poultry breeding development is possible by the external markets expansion”. So the external economic activity should become the separate kind of activity that promotes development, that’s why analysis results of this direction should the element of complex analysis methodology.

There have remained issues about complex estimation of poultry breeding domestic enterprises potential, the results of which can be used for formation of strategies of enterprise development on the stage of external environment analysis.

2. METHODS

The following methods such as the systematic approach to the formation of the study sequence of the investigated enterprises, namely, the methodology of analysis was determined; induction and deduction for synthesis of the research results and formation of prospects for development of the production direction; economic and statistical analysis for the study of trends in poultry industry development – ABC analysis of net income for 2016, as well as analysis of the production volumes, volume and value of exports and imports, export prices for the period under study; classical statistical methods at the stage of the analysis of the products competitiveness were used in the course of the research article writing.

3. RESULTS

Nowadays an international poultry meat trade is becoming increasingly important despite the fact that only 14% of poultry products are sold on the international market. The world’s largest exporters of poultry meat is the U.S. amounted to 46% of world exports, Brazil (up to 22%), China (up to 9.1%) and Thailand (up to 9%), and in Central and Eastern Europe, Hungary is the largest poultry producer (up to 1%).

In the EU, meat production is characterized by certain features: almost all poultry stock tends to decrease; broiler meat production is concentrated in a limited number of countries such as Great Britain (up to 19.1%), France (up to 17.4%), Spain (up to 15.2%), Italy (up to 11.2%). In recent years, due to compliance with the requirements of the World Trade Organization, 15 EU countries have lost a segment of the meat market and promote the access of other countries to the market (Shchetinina & Diachenko, 2008).

Since then, Ukraine has become a member of the World Trade Organization and according to the Article 7 of the Law of Ukraine “On Foreign Economic Activity”, all goods originating in the territory of the WTO member states are granted the MFN treatment, i.e., levying reduced customs duty rates regarding Ukraine’s Customs Tariff.

Agricultural exports potential of Ukraine is realized not in full due to the lack of integration in the global agricultural market. This is evidenced by the low share of exports in the value of gross agricultural production up to 12%, while, for example, in Poland and Hungary, the figure is 25% and in Germany, it’s above 50% (Kopytecz, 2010).

In a period of 2010–2016, an increase of meat production in Ukraine happens mostly due to poultry meat against an annual decline in beef and veal production. In general, the following features of poultry sector in Ukraine can be highlighted.

1) A significant increase in the poultry breeding and sale for slaughter by Ukrainian producers. Slaughter output of eviscerated chickens, geese, ducks and turkeys made up to 57-60%, and sales share of partially eviscerated poultry reached 77-80%. Leaders in the volumes of sold broilers in slaughter weight are Cherkasy, Dnipropetrovsk and Kyiv regions. Their percentage in the volume of sold broilers in slaughter weight during the sale period was about 70%. In 2016, the volume of poultry meat production in Ukraine grew by 39.58% as compared to 2010 and made up 991 thousand tons (Figure 1).

In 2015, Ukraine produced an average of 29.2 kg of chicken meat per person and consumption was 25.1 kg per person. For comparison, in the U.S.,
chicken consumption per person is 42.3 kg per year.

2) The systematic increase in the cost of livestock production, particularly poultry production by 8% annually on average (in 2015, by 7.6%). The main factors are the increase in prices for crop production, combustible and lubrication materials, utilities, a sharp rise in the dollar, etc. (Zabolotnyi, 2016).

3) Slow growth of poultry profitability. During 2008–2010, poultry production was not profitable. Since 2011, an increase in figures annually by about 1.5% is observed. Today the profitability rate of this production direction is 7.8%.

Based on the results of 2015, the following companies of the agricultural holding “Myronivskyi khliboprodukt” (MHP) such as “Vinnytsya Poultry” (with profit of UAH 7.45 billion / net profit of UAH 1.3 billion) and “Myronivska Poultry” (with profit of UAH 6.85 billion / net profit of UAH 630.5 million) became the most profitable enterprises of this industry. Top 30 producers of poultry in Ukraine in 2016 are classified under the ABC analysis net income (Figure 2). Group A includes poultry farms with share of net profit up to 77.4%. The group B comprises the businesses with share of net profit up to 25.6%. The group C consists of poultry producers with share of net profit up to 5.4% (Рейтинг Top-30 птахофабрик за чистым дохходом в 2015 [Reitynh Top-30 ptakhofabryk za chystym dokhodom v 2015]).

Although it should be noted that only a few companies that produce poultry meat operate nationwide, the others serve the certain regions.

5) The main feature of poultry products market is that the range of products in all competing businesses is the same: heads of broiler chickens, drumsticks of broiler chickens, wings of broiler-chicken, cooking sets, legs of broiler-chickens, liver of broiler-chickens, hearts of broiler-chickens, thighs of broiler-chickens, frozen carcasses of broiler-chickens, chilled broiler carcasses, fillets of broiler-chickens, quarters of broiler-chickens, necks of broiler-chickens, gizzards of broiler-chickens.


The high level of competition in the domestic market for the last 15 years contributed to the continuous improvement of final products quality. The following features such as high-quality of products; modernization of production equipment; continuous improvement of technological processes;
TOP 30 profitability of poultry complex in Ukraine: Group A - poultry complex in which the share of net revenue 77.4%

- Agro-Oven: 1.812 billion UAH
- Starynska Poultry (MHP): 2.128 billion UAH
- Gavrilovsky Poultry Complex ("Complex Agromars"): 2.701 billion UAH
- Chervony Prapor poultry farm (Avangard): 4.571 billion UAH
- Myronivska Poultry (MHP): 6.845 billion UAH
- Vinnytsya Poultry (MHP): 7.453 billion UAH

TOP 30 profitability of poultry complex in Ukraine: Group B - poultry complex in which the share of net revenue 25.6%

- Nova Peremoga (MHP): 0.255127 billion UAH
- Invest UPG (UPG): 0.279492 billion UAH
- Poultry Kiev ("Landgut"): 0.294977 billion UAH
- Kurgan Broiler ("Agromars"): 0.325616 billion UAH
- PNVK Interbiznes ("Avangard"): 0.343856 billion UAH
- Agro-Ros: 0.367864 billion UAH
- "FG Ular": 0.372238 billion UAH
- Poltava Poultry Farm ("Inter-Agroystem"): 0.379408 billion UAH
- Agrofirm Berezn plywood farm (MHP): 0.389807 billion UAH
- Poultry complex Gubin (TM Pan Kurchak): 0.750856 billion UAH
- Vladimir-Volynsky poultry farm: 1.193 billion UAH
- Poultry Complex Dniprovsky ("APGK Dnepr"): 1.412 billion UAH
- Poultry Kiev ("Landgut"): 1.54 billion UAH
- Orel-Lider (MHP): 1.556 billion UAH
- Yasensvit (Ovostar Union): 2.229 billion UAH

TOP 30 profitability of poultry complex in Ukraine: Group C - poultry complex in which the share of net revenue 5.4%

- Avis Ukraine: 170.485 million UAH
- Poultry farm Zarichna ("Inter-Agrorosystem"): 171.839 million UAH
- Agrofirm Dnipropetrovsk ("Inter-Agrorosystem"): 174.326 million UAH
- "Miiyivska Poultry Farm" ("Agrosyuz-RP") Agrofirm...: 177.606 million UAH
- Marganets Poultry Farm ("Inter-Agrorosystem"): 193.095 million UAH
- Agidel ("Pan Kurchak"): 205.915 million UAH
- Podolsky broiler: 208.316 million UAH
- Ternopil Poultry Complex: 219.673 million UAH
- Plemptahokombinat Zaporozhye" ("AGPK Dnepr"): 229.146 million UAH
- Poultry complex Podil ("Kamia"): 235.229 million UAH


Figure 2. Poultry producers ABC analysis in 2016
planning documents system; clear organizational structure of management, as well as an enterprise activity control system; constant monitoring of the market, the development of competitive strategies; qualified personnel, effective system of motivation are considered to be the strong points of domestic poultry producers.

Together with the mentioned features, there are also weak ones such as low profitability of products, partial failure to keep with targets, significant bank indebtedness, and incomplete computerization of the production process, isolation of sales network, division on informal groups that hinders cooperation with formally constructed groups, insufficient motivation of highly skilled staff.

We examined the competitiveness of domestic poultry sector in comparison to analogue in the Polish market to determine its competitiveness on the international market. Analysis of competitiveness was carried out through study of such chicken fillets producers as LLC Poultry Complex “Gubin”, TM “Pan Kurchak”, slaughterhouse “Piorkowscy” and JSC “Superdrop” (Lipych et al., 2014).

The study was conducted on the basis of quality indicators assessment of chicken fillets namely in relation to the appearance and color of the surface; flavoring properties; odor and flavor; expiration date; texture of meat; clearness of broth; price in UAH with VAT. The group index calculation of the chicken fillets quality parameters is given in Table 1.

**Table 1. Calculation of the quality parameters group index for the examined chicken fillets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>JSC “Superdrop”</th>
<th>Slaughterhouse “Piorkowscy”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appearance and color of the surface</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavoring properties</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>0.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odor and flavor</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration date</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texture of meat</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearness of broth</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality parameters group index</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td>0.880</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the calculations, we can see that the index of quality parameters for the examined chicken fillets at slaughterhouse “Piorkowscy” is less than unity. It is evidence that quality parameters of these products are lower than at LLC Poultry Complex “Gubin”. The value of calculated index for chicken fillets JSC “Superdrop” indicates a higher quality sample compared with domestic counterparts.
As you can see, the JSC “Superdrop” products are characterized by the highest level of the competitiveness. Products of other foreign producers including domestic chicken fillets show inferior quality features. Products of LLC Poultry Complex “Gubyn”, TM “Pan Kurchak” are inferior to products of JSC “Superdrop” for such characteristics as meat texture and appearance and color of the surface, but the products of both LLC Poultry Complex “Gubin” and TM “Pan Kurchak” have lower price and good taste properties.

Calculation of the group index by economic parameters for generalizing integral index for competitiveness is given in Tables 2 and 3.

**Table 2.** The results of calculation of the group index for economic parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>TM “Pan Kurchak”</th>
<th>JSC “Superdrop”</th>
<th>Slaughterhouse “Piorkowscy”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumer total costs</td>
<td>38.05</td>
<td>41.90</td>
<td>34.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index for economic parameters</td>
<td>1.101</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: TM “Pan Kurchak” is a basis and an index for it is 1.

**Table 3.** The results of calculation of integral index for competitiveness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>JSC “Superdrop”</th>
<th>Slaughterhouse “Piorkowscy”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integral index</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculations make it possible to draw the following conclusions: products of LLC Poultry Complex “Gubin” are competitive compared to similar products of JSC “Superdrop” and Slaughterhouse “Piorkowscy” (competitiveness index is less than one), but the products of JSC “Superdrop” have better quality characteristics, and on economic parameters, JSC “Superdrop” is behind the Poultry Complex “Gubin”. Thus, one can consider possibility of price competition in this field. LLC Poultry Complex “Gubin” should also focus on improving the quality parameters of some their products to get greater competitive advantage in the international poultry market.

Table 2. The results of calculation of the group index for economic parameters

Today foreign trade of domestic enterprises depends not only on quotas, but on the demands of the exporting market. For example, eastern markets require a certificate of quality Halal, and there are many technical constraints and requirements of the process of breeding birds on the EU markets. Despite the fact that the G-20 countries speak out in favor of trade without barriers, they establish more than 120 non-tariff barriers (Fatenok-Tkachuk et al., 2016).

Let’s analyze the use economic potential in foreign trade activity by the domestic producers of poultry meat.

**Figure 4.** Analysis of the meat poultry production in Ukraine in 2010–2016 and volume of imports and exports

Dynamics of poultry meat exports-imports in Ukraine for 2010–2016 is given in Figure 4. Thus, total export of poultry meat in 2015 was made up 161.3 thousand tons, which is by 8.4% less than in 2014 and more by 10.5% than in 2013. In 2016, Ukraine had the largest chicken export for the period under study, which was 27% higher than in 2014. Total production increased by 12% in Ukraine. Compared to 2010, the export of poultry meat has increased almost eightfold.

A significant increase in export compared to 2015 year took place in 2016 based on the data obtained from the Union of Poultry Breeders of Ukraine. Nowadays the largest consumer of Ukrainian poultry is Iraq with 30 thousand tons. It was less exported to Uzbekistan (23 thousand tons), Kazakhstan (19 thousand tons), the Netherlands (11.5 thousand tons), Moldova (10 thousand tons), Georgia (8.8 thousand tons). Potential markets for exports are African countries such as Egypt, Oman, Libya, Cote d’Ivoire, and Middle East economies such as Syria, Jordan, UAE (Lisitsyn, 2016).

In 2010–2012, the significant increase in volumes of poultry meat imports can be explained by the lack of raw materials for meat processing plants, fall of imports tariff burden after Ukraine’s accession to the WTO, the purchase of large amounts of poultry at SE “Resurspostach” by the State Committee for Reserves to stabilize prices in the domestic market. From 2008 to 2011, the U.S. was the largest exporter of poultry to Ukraine. In 2010, Ukraine occupied the 4th place after Russia, China and Mexico in the consumers rating of chicken from the United States.

In the last three years, the export share is kept in the total structure of poultry meat production on average by 13.9 % (in 2013 – by 12.5%, in 2014 – by 15.1% and in 2015 – by 14.1%).

In 2015, total imports compared to 2010 dropped by 2.5 times. The decrease occurred on average by 16% annually. In 2013, volume of imports decreased twice compared to 2012 (from 116 thousand tons to 74 thousand tons), decrease in imports was 5.7% in 2015 compared with the 2014. An increase in poultry production within the country allowed assuring of the domestic market to a greater extent. Besides, protection measures were applied for exports quotas in the 2012–2013. As a result, significant volumes of products planned for exports remained within the national market.

In 2010–2012, the significant increase in volumes of poultry meat imports can be explained by the lack of raw materials for meat processing plants, fall of imports tariff burden after Ukraine’s accession to the WTO, the purchase of large amounts of poultry at SE “Resurspostach” by the State Committee for Reserves to stabilize prices in the domestic market. From 2008 to 2011, the U.S. was the largest exporter of poultry to Ukraine. In 2010, Ukraine occupied the 4th place after Russia, China and Mexico in the consumers rating of chicken from the United States.

So in recent years, balance of the export and imports for poultry meat in this period has changed in Ukraine. And, as a result, a sizeable excess of imports over export during 2010–2012 takes place, as well as positive meaning is observed during 2013–2015. Year 2013 is marked by dramatic change when negative balance in 34 thousand
tons was replaced by positive balance into positive one in 72 thousand tons. In 2016, there was a positive balance of foreign trade in domestic poultry industry in 154 thousand tons.

The main items of domestic poultry for export are “poultry cuts and offals, frozen” (code according to the UCG FEA-207140000) and “whole birds, frozen” (code 207120000). The first products made up approximately 55-58%, the latter – 40%. This significantly reduced the exports value as compared to fillets and chicken quarters exports.

The value of exports has the same dynamics with volumes (Figure 5).

During the analyzed period, poultry export value is characterized by minor trends (Figure 6). The prices for some items reduce that is a natural phenomenon when profits rise not through price, but due to turnover. Therefore, we can assume that domestic manufacturers have already taken a certain competitive position.

In 2015, “poultry cuts and offals, fresh and chilled” (code 207130000) take up a significant position for the first time. Over the past 11 months, the share of export of this item made up to 5.6%. EU countries, especially the Netherlands and Germany, are the largest exporters of these poultry products. The price of chilled meat is about 80% higher than frozen. Fluctuations range of exports positions lead to changes in the value of poultry products export.

In 2015, Ukraine became the third major chicken supplier to the European Union market, behind Brazil and Thailand. Konstantyn Yeliseev, the representative of Ukraine to the EU, gave such information to UNIAN correspondent in Brussels. Ukrainian diplomat explained this by the existence of two factors: the opening of access for Ukrainian poultry to EU markets and the introduction of autonomous trade preferences, which actually meant unilateral use of the EU conditions of a free trade agreement with Ukraine.

Yeliseev also said that potential importers “extremely interested” in the Ukrainian poultry products. According to him, within the framework of import quotas for these products the EU Commission established the so-called distribution coefficients – the percentage of the excess of demand over the amount of available volume quotas for the corresponding quarter.

From the first year of supply Ukrainian chicken showed its opportunistic ability to compete with products from other importing countries. We understand that the growth of poultry supplies to the EU will be restrained by the tariff quota provided for the Association Agreement between

Ukraine and the EU, and therefore does not hide that the increase in the quota for chicken will be included in the main pool of the proposals of the Ukrainian side regarding the transformation of the “tariff package” in the implementation of the Agreement on free trade zone, which will start in 2016”, as Yeliseev claimed (Ukraine became the third largest supplier of chicken in the European Union, 2015).

As can be seen from Figure 7, total value of exports cost increased by 86.7% in 2015 compared to the year 2014 and as compared to 2013, it increased by 163 times. Weight of exports increased twice in 2015 as compared to 2014. In 2016, the same growth was not observed as in 2015, but it still was accounted for 44%.

Accordingly, in 2013, the value of imports from the EU was 85 times higher than the value of exports (Figure 8). The situation changed in 2014, the excess of exports over imports was 27%, and in 2015, the imports of the relevant product in Ukraine were only 40% of exports to the EU. In 2016, the same tendency was carried on.

During 2015, we observed reduction in import price, namely in 2014, it was 0.47 Euro / kg, in 2015, 0.4 Euro / kg, while in 2013, the price was 0.61 Euro / kg. This contributed to the price lower-
ing of the domestic chicken meat in the domestic market and increasing of competition.

The growth of Ukrainian exports is explained by the entrance of domestic poultry farmers to markets in East Asia. All major manufacturers were granted Halal Certificates. The word “halal” (from Arabic “al-halal” – “permissible”) is a term that means safety, purity, health benefits, the lack of food harmful preservatives and additives above all. In the Muslim way of life, “halal” usually refers to animal meat, the use of which does not violate the Islamic food ban and meets the shelf life and storage for the relevant products and is carefully controlled by Halal-Committee (Центр досліджень та сертифікації Халляль (2016) [Tsentr Doslidzhen ta Sertyfikatsii Khalial (2016)]).

The global halal food market is estimated at USD 500 billion a year, and the number of potential customers can reach 1.5 billion – so much of the Earth inhabitants profess Islam. The Muslim population of the “old world” is variously estimated from 51.2 to 52 million people, and together with its constant growth it makes this niche very attractive for investors.

Recently Ukrainian producers have increasingly directed their ambitions towards this direction and strived to compete for this niche of global market. In addition, Europe owns a huge “halal” potential: today the experts estimate the turnover of the “halal” European market approximately up to USD 66 billion. And in the next decade, this market is expected to increase by another 20-25%.

The main measure of tariff regulation of foreign economic activity of the EU market is quotas.

All exports quotas are implemented under two basic principles. The principle of “first come, first served” (2016). According to this principle the quotas are allocated on a common basis at customs handling of products. The second one is a license to use. This type of quota is more complex. It works as follows: the EU importer appeals to the Directorate General of the European Commission with a request to import from Ukraine of a number of products in a given period of time. In this case, almost nothing depends from the Ukrainian exporter, while all necessary documentation is given by the importer, including documentary evidence of their ability to import from Ukraine. Thus, the use of quotas under this principle depends primarily on the importer. The license for use was chosen for Ukraine, because there are a number of “indicative” groups of goods in the European Union and their import is strictly regulated. Applying of this approach allows to make the imports of such products into the EU more controllable and predictable. Within the licensed quota Ukrainian agricultural producers can export 11 groups of products: beef; pork; chicken; eggs; wheat barley; corn; milk, cream, condensed milk, yogurt; milk powder, butter and dairy spreads.

An export permission for livestock products is issued to the country. After obtaining permission, Ukrainian enterprises, focused on export of such products must go through a certification process and get “euronumber” and only then start exporting.

Currently Ukraine has already got a permission to export chicken meat. It is also possible to import livestock by-products not intended for human consumption (technical casein, down and feather, skins and other by-products).

As for poultry, the document that defines the main producers entitled to export their products to the EU is given in Table 4 (Volyn poultry producer LLC Poultry Complex “Gubin” was granted euronumber for their products only in April and May 2016).

In 2016, export of meat and all kinds of offal from Ukraine increased by 23% compared with the previous year and reached 285.95 thousand tons. This figure is also 37% higher than the volume of meat exports from Ukraine in 2014.

It was reported by the analytical department on food exports of the UFEB, referring to the starting data of the State Fiscal Service.

The basis of exports is still making poultry meat up to 84% or 240.2 thousand tons that is 49% more than in 2015 and 37% more than in 2014. The basic product proceedings abroad came to Ukraine from Iraq (USD 78.4 million or 26.8%), Egypt (USD 36.1 million or 12.4%) and the Netherlands (USD 32.7 million or 11.2%) (2017).
Thus, during the analyzed period, there is a clear tendency to increase exports and reduce imports of poultry meat. The main reason for such dynamics of the analyzed parameters was the approach to the price of domestic raw materials to prices in major exporting countries and improve the competitiveness of domestic poultry in the domestic and foreign markets by meeting western standards. Besides, there is the increased global demand for domestic poultry meat, which positively affects the level of exports of these products.

The gradual decline in the share of imports and raise of domestic production lead to a complete filling of the Ukrainian market with the products of own production. The demand for imported products is reducing. The main areas of the poultry farming development, as well as growth of its effectiveness in Ukraine, should be:

1) increase in the number of chickens livestock (especially meat), geese, ducks and turkeys;
2) rise in production capacities of broiler meat, bringing the overall daily live weight gain up to 35 g and upraise of its share in the structure of poultry meat;
3) full support of the poultry farms with full-balanced commercial mixed feed, and special commercial mixed feed for young birds;
4) expansion of the network of branded trade of poultry products, especially near large cities, industrial centers and other populated areas;
5) technical modernization and automation of production processes at poultry farms;
6) extension of the use of laying chickens to 14 months against the current 10 months;
7) assistance to farmers in buying young birds livestock, the improvement of their breeding, purchase and sale of farmed products (Підсумки року: експорт м'яса виріс на 23 %, 2017).

According to forecasts of meat and meat products balance for Ukraine in 2017 as compared to the previous period, we can say that for the first time for the last three years Ukrainian meat market will live in excess of demand over supply. The upward trend in meat consumption grows gradually, while the number of pigs livestock in the country has fallen to the lowest level since 2009, and a number of cattle livestock is now the lowest in the history since Ukraine independence. Thus new opportunities for poultry producers appear.

Last year was also marked by growth in consumption and decrease in livestock. But firstly, then there was no potential for maintaining or

---

**Table 4. List of poultry producers that are allowed to export to EU**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approval number</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Remark</th>
<th>Date of request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02-29-03 PM</td>
<td>PM Branch &quot;Pererobnii Kompleks&quot; Of Limited Liability Company &quot;Vinnytska Ptakhofabryka&quot;</td>
<td>Ladyzhyn</td>
<td>Vinnytsia region</td>
<td>CP, CS, SH</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>September 25, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03-20-08 PM</td>
<td>LLC Poultry Complex &quot;Gubin&quot;</td>
<td>Nowowo-lynsk</td>
<td>Volyn region</td>
<td>CP, CS, SH</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>April 4, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09-12-01 PM</td>
<td>Ptakhofabryka Sniatsynska 'Nova' LLC</td>
<td>Sniatyn</td>
<td>Ivano-Frankivsk region</td>
<td>CP, CS, SH</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>June 6, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20-03 PM</td>
<td>LLC &quot;Complex Agromars&quot;</td>
<td>Gavrylivka</td>
<td>Kyiv region</td>
<td>CP, CS, SH</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>June 6, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-07-32 PM</td>
<td>Myronivska Ptakhofabryka PrJSC</td>
<td>Stepansti</td>
<td>Cherkasy region</td>
<td>CP, CS, SH</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>June 6, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-06-09 PM</td>
<td>&quot;UPG-Invest&quot; LLC</td>
<td>Mamaivtsi</td>
<td>Chernivtsi region</td>
<td>CP, CS, SH</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>April 4, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Activities Legend:**
CP Cutting Plant
CS Cold Stores
SH Slaughterhouse

**Remarks legend:**
Poultry

*Note: The European Commission (2016).*
even increasing production levels from existing resources and improving its efficiency, and secondly, the deliveries to Russia stopped and that meat was left for domestic consumption. That was as compared to the previous year there additional volume “appeared”. This year in terms of production resources would be more difficult with lack of additional volumes from reduced exports. Therefore, consumption growth became possible due to increased imports (Прогнози балансу попиту і пропозиції м’яса в Україні в 2017 [Prohnozy balansu popytu i propozytsii miasa v Ukraini v 2017]).

On the one hand, the world market is saturated, competition among suppliers is constantly increasing. On the other hand, modern and effective Ukrainian producers have shown their capabilities through increasing exports by 1.5 times or by 80 thousand tons during last year. Here we have two scenarios of the forecast – exports remain on the same level as compared to last year and a new substantial increase of exports. The first version of the forecast has the highest chances.

The total growth of poultry meat and offal imports by 20%, or 30 thousand tons is predicted as a result of the limited capacity of producers to increase production of pork and cattle meat and increase in consumption.

A slight increase in the consumer market is forecasted due to the minimum wage raise. Overall Ukrainian revenues gradually increase along with the recovery of economic activity. GDP growth for 2017 is forecasted up 2.3% as compared to 1.2% in 2016. The costs also grow. But such indicator as trade turnover increased in 2016 for a total up to 4.5% in comparable prices. So, most likely, demand for cheap meat products will increase.

Today, there are about 30 countries in the world to be net exporters of meat, i.e., they sell abroad more products than they import. In 2014, Ukraine joined the list of such countries for the first time and took 24th place in the world, as well as for 9 months of 2016 – 21nd place. Because of the significant potential of poultry industry in the next 5 years, Ukraine can enter the 15 top net exporters of the world (Lisitsyn, 2016).

**CONCLUSION**

As a result of the conducted research, it can be stated that domestic poultry producers have significant prospects for the development. This confirms the high competitiveness of domestic products both in the domestic and foreign markets in terms of price and taste properties. Despite the systematic increase in the production cost over the past 6 years, a significant increase in production volumes was observed. The volume of poultry meat production in Ukraine in 2016 increased by almost 40% compared to 2010. A producer group has been formed in Ukraine that holds leading positions. These include JSC MHP Complex Agromars, Vladimir-Volynskaya PF, APGK Dneprovskaya, Agro-Oven, Poultry Complex Gubyn, PF Varto. The high competitiveness of domestic products, the wide assortment offered for export, the granting of the corresponding quality certificates and European numbers to the Ukrainian enterprises contributed to a significant increase in export volumes. Compared to 2010, the export of poultry meat has increased almost eight times and amounted to 240 thousand tons. Exports exceed imports almost three times. The decrease in imports on the domestic market is also expected due to the growth of the leading enterprises capacities and the number of small farms by improving the situation on the poultry market. The export vector has also changed. Every year, sales of chicken to the EU countries are increasing. The biggest breakthrough took place in 2015. Despite the increase in the price of chicken meat in the domestic market, the external, in terms of dollars, is decreasing.

Having analyzed the revealed tendencies, it is possible to expect increase of volumes in poultry meat production due to foreign markets access. Thanks to increased competition, manufacturers will be forced to improve the quality and range of their own production. Such changes in general will lead to the development of poultry industry in Ukraine.
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